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Since April 1998, I have found it in ones or twos in four old dung heaps in East

Suffolk (see Nash, D. R. 2002. Trans. Suffolk Nat. Soc. 38: 101-123). On 4 July 2002,

however, I discovered the beetle in absolute profusion in the loose, damp straw on the

open ground outside the base of some stacked and covered straw bales at White

House Farm, Great Glemham (O.S. grid ref. TM 3562). There was an almost total

absence of other aleocharines as well as of the larger carabids and staphylinids (the

absence of these last-named predators may well have contributed to the abundance

of Trichiusa ).

These three finds of the beetle in numbers perhaps indicates that optimum breeding

sites are those with more-or-less “pure” decomposing plant material rather than dung

heaps with their partially digested plant remains and straw contaminated by herbivore

dung and urine. I thank my friend Alex Williams for identifying my first examples of

T. immigrata and Lord Cranbrook for permission to record on his estate at Great

Glemham. —David R. Nash, 3 Church Lane, Brantham, Suffolk COl 1 1PU.

Further records of the Lead-coloured Drab Orthosia populeti Fabr. (Lep.:

Noctuidae) in Devon

The presence of this species in Devon has only been confirmed recently ( Ent . Rec.

115 : 192- 193). Further survey work was carried out on 2 and 14 April 2004 with traps

set at four different sites in the Hatherleigh area. The Hannaborough Moor site was

not surveyed this time. The moth was found at all sites surveyed by myself and Rob

Wolton. Our first attempt, on 2 April, failed almost certainly because we packed up

too early; this action was based on my experiences of the moth in the south-east,

which suggested that it flies early on in the night. The session on 14 April proved

more successful, and on this occasion we left traps running all night. It seems

reasonable to assume that the moth in Devon flies a lot later than it does in the south-

east, probably after 01 .30 hours. The Halsinger Down, near Ilfracombe site mentioned

in Ent. Rec. 115 : 192 - 193 has yet to be investigated. —Roy McCormick, 36

Paradise Road, Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 SNR.


